
Ian, 

I wanted to thank you for your service “above and beyond” the normal call of duty and would also 
like to commend Fuel Guard for supplying such a fantastic product as the FDG100 Decontaminator / 
Water Separator. 

 

Just before we were due to leave Sicily for our summer cruising I had decided we should fit a fuel 
pre-filter mainly because of the comments I had heard on various forums about bad fuel quality and 
contamination which seems to becoming more prevalent. During my searching on the sailing forums 
the Fuel Guard equipment name kept coming up. My only problem was by the time I had decided to 
order your FDG100 it was Friday afternoon and we were due to sail to Croatia early the very next 
week. You advised me the freight courier had already completed their pickup for Friday and the next 
freight would not be picked up until Monday. This would be too late for our planned departure so 
you kindly offered to take our purchase to the freight depot yourself  some 55 miles away which was 
definitely out of your way you did this to ensure it made Friday’s service leaving the UK. I received 
the goods on schedule on the next Tuesday now that’s a truly fantastic service. 

 

The kit supplied contained all the parts required to fit the FDG100 into the fuel line to our Volvo 
engine before the normal Volvo pre-filter. It only took about one hour to fit the unit once I had 
decided where it would fit to give the best serviceability. 

 

During our trip to Croatia we had virtually no wind and motored for about 65 hours consuming 
about 425 litres of diesel and I was very surprised at the debris which the FDG100 filtered out of the 
fuel going to the engine. I have always treated the fuel going into our tanks and kept the tanks full 
during our marina stay over winter. On top of this our vessel is less than two years old so we have 
only used about 3200 litres of fuel. The FDG100 is doing a sterling job and its cost will soon be 
recouped in lower maintenance costs.   

Once again many thanks for the great service and the great product.  

  

Regards 

Wayne Williams 

Barbie Williams  

On board sailing vessel HOPE  

MMSI # 503012430    


